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WHAT%ARE%COPING%SKILLS?
Things'we'can'do'to'make'ourselves'feel'better'when'we'are'going'

through'difficult'times







Self%Talk%Is….
The%Internal%Voice%In%Our%Head

!Our$internal$conversation$

!It$determines$how$we$perceive$situations

!It$is$our$thoughts$and$our$beliefs

Self9Talk%can%be%positive%or%negative%and%influences%
how%we%feel.

SELF9TALK%and%COPING





“I#will#get#through#this.#I#am#stronger#than#I#feel#right#
now.’’
“This#is#temporary.’’
“I#can#do#this.#I#can#handle#this.’’
“I’m#allowed#to#feel#this#way#and#will#learn#from#this#
experience.’’
“I#will#go#easy#on#myself.’’
“I#am#worthy#of#love#and#respect.’’
“I#can#let#go#of#anger#and#fear#and#let#in#love#and#joy.’’
“No#matter#what#happens,#I#will#be#okay.’’
“I#am#doing#the#best#that#I#can.’’
“One#step#at#a#time.’’
“This#situation#is#not#a#problem,#it’s#an#opportunity.’’

Which%of%these%positive%self.talk%statements%
will%work%best%for%you%in%coping%with
stress%in%your%life?

Using%Positive%Self.Talk



Challenging)the)Self-Talk

!Disputing your)self-talk)means)challenging)the)
negative)or)unhelpful)aspects.)Doing)this)enables)you)to)

feel)better)and)to)respond)to)situations)in)a)more)
helpful)way.

!Using)goal-directed)thinking
Is)thinking)this)way)helping)me)to)feel)good)or)to)

achieve)my)goals?

I)Can’t)Do)This!)I)CAN)DO)THIS!



!Feeling'stressed'is'common'in'teens

!School'is'top'source'of'stress'in'teens

!The'mind'and'body'are'closely'

connected,'and'stress'can'

affect'the'body'from'head'to'toe.'

!It’s'normal'to'have'some'stress'in'life.'But'if'stress'persists'

at'high'levels'for'a'long'time,'it'can'have'lasting'negative'

effects'on'health.

!Chronic'(long@term)'stress'can'cause'anxiety,'a'weakened'

immune'system,'and'can'contribute'to'diseases'such'as'

depression.

Videos:'

“Release”,'5:40'minutes'

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GVWRvVH5gBQ

“Just'Breathe”,'3:42'minutes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RVA2N6tX2cg

STRESS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GVWRvVH5gBQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RVA2N6tX2cg




!Talking(to(parents(or(friends(
!Exercise(/(sports(Yoga((
!Meditation(
!Reading(
!Problem(solving(
!Thinking(positive(/(being(optimistic((
!Using(humor(
!Listening(to(music(
!Hobbies(/(recreation
!Journal(/(writing(
!Hanging(out(with(friends
!Praying(/(religious(activities
!Social(support(/(asking(for(help
!Getting(enough(sleep

Positive(Coping(Strategies(to(Deal(
with(Stress(and(Emotions



Where%Do%Feelings%Come%
From?

Can%You%Change%How%You%
Feel?%How?







Coping Skills
Coping skills are things we can do to make ourselves feel better when we are going

through difficult times.

The activities listed below are things you can do to help you feel better when you are

upset.

Change Your Thoughts by Using

different Parts of Your Brain:

Read

Take Care of Yourself:

Eat Healthy Food

Sleep Well
Write a Story or Poem

Set a Goal
Understand How You Feel

Learn Something New

Journal
Exercise:

Go for a Walk

Ride a Bike

Do Yoga Keep a Positive Attitude:
Make a List of Things You Like

Focus on What You Can Control

Say Positive Affirmations
Do Things You Enjoy:

Draw
Enjoy Nature

Laugh

Sing

Use a Stress Ball

Take 10 Deep BreathsHang Out with Friends

Play a Game

Watch a Movie

Paint

Listen to Music

Make a Playlist

Make a List of Things You Like

Helping Other People Can Shift Our

Focus and Make Us Feel Better.

Perform a Random Act of Kindness

Get Help:

Talk to a Friend

Talk to a Trusted Adult

Get Away from the Problem:

© thehelpfulcounselor.com



Here are some additional examples of self-talk statements for you to use. Pick a few to practice.

A. Preparation for Stress

I’ve succeeded with this before.
What exactly do I have to do?
I know I can do each one of these tasks.
It’s easier once I get started.
I’ll jump in and be alright.
Tomorrow I’ll be through it.
I won’t let negative thoughts creep in.
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________

B. Facing a Challenge

I will take it step by step; I won’t rush.
I can do this; I’m doing it now.
I can only do my best.
Any tension I feel is a signal to use my coping exercises.
I can get help if I need it.
If I don’t think about fear, I won’t be afraid.
If I get tense, I’ll take a deep breath and relax.
It’s OK to make mistakes.
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________

C. Coping with Fear
Relax now!
Just breathe deeply.
There’s an end to it.
Keep my mind on right now—on the task at hand.
I can keep this within limits I can handle.
I can always call ________________________________________________
I am only afraid because I decided to be. I can decide not to be.
I’ve survived this and worse before.
Being active will lessen my fear.
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

D. Self-Congratulations
I did it!
I did alright.
I did well.
Next time, I won’t have to worry so much.



I am able to relax away anxiety.
I’ve got to tell ______________________________________ about this.
It’s possible not to be scared.
All I have to do is stop thinking I’m scared.
_______________________________________________________________

E. Affirmations
Every day in every way I grow stronger and stronger.
I enter this day with a peaceful heart.
_________________________________________________________________



These are some examples of positive affirmations. These statements can help students fight their negative
thoughts. Affirmations can help when students are thinking negative thoughts or even when they are not
thinking negatively. Affirmations work better and faster the more times a student says them. Students may
say these affirmations to themselves several times daily, or they may post them around their house so they
can look at them until they sink in. If students do not like these affirmations, encourage them to create their
own.

1. I am responsible and in control of my life.
2. Circumstances are what they are, but I can choose my attitude towards them.
3. I am becoming prosperous.
4. I am creating the financial resources I need.
5.
6.
7.
8.

I am setting priorities and making time for what is important.
Life has its challenges and its satisfactions; I enjoy the adventure of life.
Every challenge that comes along is an opportunity for me to learn and to grow.
I accept the natural ups and down of life.

9. I love and accept myself the way I am.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.

I deserve the good things in my life as much as anyone else.
I am open to discovering new meaning in my life.
It’s never too late to change.
I am improving one step at a time.
I am innately healthy, strong, and capable of recovering.
I am getting better every day.
I am committed to overcoming my condition.
I am working on recovering from my condition.
I can recover by taking small risks at my own pace.
I am looking forward to the new freedom and opportunities I’ll have when I’ve recovered.
I am learning to love myself.
I am learning to be comfortable by myself.
If someone doesn’t return my love, I let it go and move on.
I am learning to be at peace with myself when alone.
I am learning how to enjoy when alone.
I respect and believe in myself apart from others’ opinions.
I can accept and learn from constructive criticism.
I am learning to be myself around others.
It’s important to take care of my own needs.
It’s okay to be myself around others.
I appreciate my achievements and I’m much more than all of them put together.
I am learning how to balance work and play in my life.
I am learning that there is more to life than success.
The greatest success is living well.
I am a unique and capable person just as I am.
I am proud of doing the best I can.
It’s okay to make mistakes.



37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.

I am willing to accept my mistakes and to learn from them.
I am willing to allow others to help me.
I acknowledge my need for other people.
I am open to receiving support from others.
I am willing to take the risk of getting close to someone.
I am willing to relax and to let go.
I am learning to accept those things I can’t control.



Replacement Thoughts

Instead of Thinking Try Thinking
Must Prefer
Should
Have to
Can’t
Ought
All

Choose to
Want
Choose not to
Had better
Many

Always
Can’t stand
Awful
Bad person
I am a failure

Often
Don’t like
Highly undesirable
Bad behavior
I failed at

Instead of Saying Exchange With
I have to do well.
You shouldn’t do that.
You never help me.
I can’t stand my job.
You are a bad boy.
I’m a loser.

I want to do well.
I prefer you not do that.
You rarely help me.
I don’t like my job.
That behavior is undesirable.
I failed at this one task.

Instead of Saying Exchange With
Anxious
Depressed
Angry

Concerned
Sad
Annoyed

Guilt Remorse
Shame
Hurt
Jealous

Regret
Disappointed
Concern for my relationship



Positive Self-Talk/Coping Thoughts Worksheet

Positive statements encourage us and help us cope through distressing times. We can say these
encouraging words to ourselves and be our own personal coach. We have all survived some very
distressing times, and we can use those experiences to encourage us through current difficulties.

Examples of coping thoughts might be:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stop and breathe; I can do this.
This, too, will pass.
I can be anxious/angry/sad and still deal with this.
I have done this before, and I can do it again.
This feels bad; however, it’s a normal body reaction. It will pass.
This feels bad, but feelings may sometimes be wrong.
These are just feelings; they will go away.
This won’t last forever.
Short term pain for long term gain.
I can feel bad and still choose to take a new and healthy direction.
I don’t need to rush; I can take things slowly.
I have survived before, so I will survive now.
I feel this way because of my past experiences, but I am safe right now.
It’s okay to feel this way; it’s a normal reaction.
Right now, I am not in danger. Right now, I’m safe.
My mind is not always my friend.
Thoughts are just thoughts—they are not necessarily true or factual.
This is difficult and uncomfortable, but it’s only temporary.
I can use my coping skills and get through this.
I can learn from this and it will be easier next time.
Keep calm and carry on.

Write down a coping thought or positive statement for each difficult or distressing situation—something you
can tell yourself that will help you get through. Write them down on a piece of card and carry it in your
pocket or handbag to help remind you.

Difficult or Distressing Thought
Ex: I always feel so awkward around people.

Coping Thought/Positive Statement
Ex: Just because I feel awkward does not mean

that others see me that way.



Learning to be G.L.A.D.

G: Something you were grateful for today.
Think of something very basic for which you are grateful. It could be something as simple as the sunlight or
the nourishing food you eat. Write it below.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Now think of something truly important in your life like a meaningful relationship, kids, friends, or your
health. Write it below.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

L: Something you learned today.
Write down something positive you learned about yourself today. It might be something you already knew,
but it came into focus today.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Write down something you learned about another person today. Again, it might be something you were
already aware of, but you were more aware of this quality today.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Write down a fact you learned today that made you curious or more aware of the world around you.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Write down how something you learned today which changed your perspective of yourself or the world
around you in a positive way.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

A: One small accomplishment you did today.
Many people feel that accomplishments have to be a big important task, but it’s the little things that make a
difference in your life. Perhaps you are working on a goal like exercising or eating healthier or finding a
new job. Small steps towards your goal are important accomplishments.

Write down something you accomplished today.

_____________________________________________________________________________________



D: Something that brought you delight today.
What made you laugh or smile?

_____________________________________________________________________________________

What small thing of beauty did you see today?

_____________________________________________________________________________________

What did you hear today that lifted your spirits? A song? A child’s voice? A joke?

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Now close your eyes and think of your day and what you wrote. Breathe deeply for a few minutes and
visualize a positive image from the day. Write down something important from this exercise that you want
to remember.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________



Cognitive Distortions For Teens

Mind Reading: You assume you know what people thinking
without having evidence or proof of their thoughts. “He thinks I’m
an idiot.” “I’m not going to make the team”

Future-Telling: You predict the future – that things will get
worse or that there’s danger ahead. “If I go, people will make
fun of me.” “If I talk, I will mess up and not say what I mean.”

Catastrophizing: You believe what might
happen will be so awful and unbearable that you won’t be able to
stand it. “It would be terrible if I failed.” “If I make a bad grade
then I will never get into a good college.”

Labeling: You assign general negative traits to yourself and
others. “I’m disgusting.” “He’s horrible.” “She’s irrelevant.”

Discounting Positives: You claim that the
positives that you or others have don’t matter. “That’s what I’m
supposed to do, so it doesn’t count.” “Those successes were easy
so they don’t matter.”

Negative Filter: You focus almost exclusively on the negatives
and seldom notice the positives. “Look at all the terrible things
on the news.” “Girls never have anything nice to say.”

Overgeneralizing: You perceive the likelihood of a negative
outcome based upon a single incident. “I fail all the time.”

All-or-None Thinking: You view events or people
in all-or-none/black-and-white terms. “It was a
waste of time.” “I get rejected by everyone.”
“Nothing ever goes my way.”

Shoulds: You interpret events in terms of how things should be
rather than simply focusing on what is. “I should do well; if I don’t, I’m a failure.”



Personalizing: You attribute a most of the blame to yourself for
negative events and fail to see that certain situations are also
caused by others. “My relationship ended because I wasn’t fun
enough.” “It was my fault my group got a bad
grade.”

Blaming: You focus on the other person as the source of your
negative feelings and refuse to take responsibility for changing
yourself. “She’s to blame for the way I feel.” “My parents caused
all my problems.” “My teacher is the reason I’m not doing well.”

Judgment Focus: You view yourself, others, and events in terms of
evaluations of “good” and “bad” or “right” and “wrong” rather than
simply describing, accepting, or understanding. “I didn’t perform
well.” “I tried it, and I just kept doing it wrong.” “Look how successful
she is, I’m not that successful.”

Regret Orientation: You focus on the idea that you could have
done better in the past, rather than on what you can do better
now. “I could have had a better job if I had tried harder.” “I
shouldn’t have said that.” “I always mess up.”

What if: You keep asking a series of questions about what if
something happens, and fail to be satisfied with any of the answers.
“Yeah, but what if I get anxious, and I can’t catch my breath.”

Emotional Reasoning: You let your feelings guide your
interpretation of reality. “I feel sad, therefore I must be
depressed.” “I feel anxious, therefore I must be in danger.”

Inability to Disconfirm: You reject any evidence or
arguments that might contradict your negative thoughts. “I’m
unlovable – my friends hang out with me only because they must feel
sorry for me.” “I’m a bad person – I only help others because it makes
me feel better about myself.”

Unfair Comparisons: You interpret events in terms of
standards that are unrealistic. “Others did better than I did on the
test.” “People my age are more successful than I am.”



IT’SYOU WERE BORN
TO BE REAL, NOT
TO BE PERFECT. OK.
The$greatest$weapon$against$stress$is$our

ability$to$choose$one$thought$over another.

KEEP GOING, You have to fight
YOU ARE
GETTING
THERE.

through some
bad days

to earn the
best days

of your life.

WHAT
CONSUMES
YOUR MIND,

“KNOW WHO YOU ARE CONTROLS
AND KNOW IT’S ENOUGH.“ YOUR LIFE.

Change the way you see things,

and the things you see will change





Name the Pattern!

Negative Thought Dysfunctional Pattern Rational, Positive
thought

I got into trouble at school Jumping to Conclusions I did something at school
today that I’m not proud of,
but everyo0ne makes
mistakes and it’s not the
end of the world! I’ll try
harder tomorrow not to
make the same mistake
again.

today. I just know they’re going (Fortune-Telling)
to kick me out tomorrow.

(also a bit of
Catastrophizing)

My friend looked at his watch
when I was talking today. He
must be thinking I’m boring.

Personification I can’t know for certain why
my coworker looked at his
watch when I was talking. If
he thought I was boring, he
probably wouldn’t come
over to talk to me every day!

I got an award at the assembly Minimizing Positives
yesterday, but that’s no big
deal. I’m not really that good of
a student.

I worked really hard to get
that award! My hard work
really paid off!

If I don’t get a date to the
homecoming dance, there’s’ no
way I could ever go back to
school and face my classmates
again!

Catastrophizing It would be really difficult
not to get a date to the
dance, but I could still go
with my friends and have a
good time. Maybe there’ll be
other people there without
dates!

There’s no way I could ever be
as talented as the star
quarterback on the football
team. I shouldn’t even try.

Comparison Our star quarterback is
really talented! Even if I’m
never quite as good as he is,
it doesn’t mean I shouldn’t
play. There are lots of other
things I’m good at!



I only got a B on my reading
test. I always fail. I shouldn’t
have even tried.

All - Or - Nothing Even though a B isn’t what I
was hoping for on that test,
it’s still pretty good! Next
time I could study even
more and see if can do even
better!

I can’t believe I gained 3
pounds. I’m so fat and ugly.

Maximizing Negatives Wow. I didn’t realize I’ve
gained 3 pounds, but that
doesn’t define all of who I
am. I’ll just make sure to get
my exercise in 3 times this
week and stop having
Mountain Dew with every
meal.

My teacher didn’t answer me
when I said hello to her this
morning. She’s probably mad at
me for something.

Jumping to Conclusions
(Mind Reading)

My teacher didn’t answer
me when I said hello to her
this morning. She might be
upset with me, but I can’t
know that for sure unless
she tells me so. May be she
didn’t hear me?

Another student called me a
name once today. People are
always making fun of me.

Overgeneralization

Shoulds/Musts

A student teased me today,
but that’s his problem! Lots
of other people are friends
with me. I don’t need to
dwell on one negative
experience.

I must get all A’s to be a good
student.

I’m a good student as long
as I do the best that I can
and work hard each day. I
don’t have to be perfect.

I hate how I look, so I must look Emotional Reasoning
ugly to everyone else too.

Just because there are
some things I don’t like
about my appearance
doesn’t mean everyone
feels that way! No one is
perfect!

















Imagery
1. Imagery*is*just*daydreaming,*but*a*little*more*structured*and*purposeful.*It can*be*very helpful*when

you’re*upset*or stressed out. The*rule*of*thumb*for*imagery*should*be “more*than*a*minute,*less*than an
hour.” It*is a*short*escape*from*an upsetting situation.

2. There*are*lots of*ways*to use*imagery*to*relax.*You can imagine*any*one*of*these:
a. Relaxing*place
b. Soothing*person
c. Secret*lockbox

3. There*are*two*KEYS*to effective*imagery:
a. Get*all*your*senses involved:*sight,*sound,*taste,*touch,*smell.*The*more*sensorilyKrich*your

imagery*is,*the more*effective*and relaxing*it can be.
b. Breathe'deeply'and'calmly throughout

4. For*relaxing'place:*Think*of*a*place*you*have*been to,*or*seen in a*movie,*or*read about in a*book,*or
otherwise*imagined.*This*place*should*be*safe.*Some people*like*to think*of the*beach, a*forest, or
grandma’s*porch swing,*for*example.*Once*you*have*that*place*in mind,*really*focus on*what*it*feels*like
to be*there.*What*are*you wearing?*What*do you hear?*What*are*the*smells?*Focus on*the*space
between*your*feet*and*the*floor. Now*what do you*hear?*Is*there*a*taste*in*your*mouth? Focus on*the
space*between*your*teeth and*tongue. Are*there*people*around?*Is there*a*breeze?*Ask*and*answer
these*questions*gently,*as they come*up. And*if*you*don’t*like*the*answers,*imagine*them*changing.

5. For*soothing'person:*Imagine*someone*who*is*kind,*sees*the*best in you, and*is never*cruel.*(Crushes
don’t*work*for*this;*the*person*is probably*an*adult or*close*friend).*This*might*be*someone*in your*life
right*now.*Or*a*fictional character.*Or,*if*you*believe*in*a*higher*power,*it could*be*this, too.*Once*you
have*the person*in mind,*imagine*in*detail*what*they*look*like,*what*they*are*saying,*and*what*you*feel
like*with*them.

6. For*secret'lockbox:*Imagine—in great*detail—a*place*in*your*mind*where you*keep*what*is*most special
to*you:*your*favorite*memories,*your*good*feelings,*your*hopes*and*dreams.*Very*clearly*construct in
your*mind what*the*lockbox*looks*like,*and where*you*keep it.*Open*the*box (do*you*need*a*key?*A*code?
Is*it*at the bottom*of*the ocean?)*and sift*through the lockbox,*finding*some or*all*of*the pleasant things
you*keep*in*there.
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Progressive Muscle Relaxation
1. Progressive+Muscle+Relaxation+is+good to+do+when+you+are+stressed+out,+sad,+angry,+or+nervous. It

buys+you+time+to+calm down+and+prepare+good+solutions+to+your+problems. You+can+do+it quickly

(in+a+couple+minutes), or+take+your time+(20+minutes).+You+can+do+this in+public,+since+it’s+not+very

noticeable. However,+it is+usually+more+effective+when+you’re+alone.+(If+you’re+in+a+crowded

place,+steal+away to+a+restroom+stall,+if+possible…)

2. Sit+or+stand+comfortably,+but+straight.

3. Close+your+eyes.+(Oops,+once+you+have the+rest of+this memorized…)

4. Take+three+deep+breaths—in+and+out—through+your+nose.

5. Starting+at+your+feet, feel+them TOTALLY+relax,+and+become+even+floatyTfeeling.

6. Then,+think+of each+body+part+as+you+move+up your+body.+As you do, each+part relaxes.

7. VERY+SLOWLY,+think+of+and+relax—ankles,+calves,+shins,+knees,+thighs, hamstrings,+bottom,

abdomen,+lower+back, stomach, middle+back,+spine,+chest,+upper+back, shoulders,+upper+arms,

lower+arms,+wrists,+hands, fingers,+neck,+chin,+tongue,+eyes,+forehead,+topTofTyourThead.

8. If+you+want+to go back+down+again,+that+can+be even+better.

9. The+only+way+Progressive+Muscle+Relaxation+can+be+effective+is+if+you+practice+it+when you’re+not

upset.+That+way+it+becomes a+kind+of+habit.+You+can+train+yourself+to+automatically+think+of+it

when+you’re+stressed+out,+mad, sad,+angry,+or nervous. It’s+also a+great+way+to+fall+asleep…

10.+When+you’re+upset, your+brain+has difficulties+coming+up+with+good ideas. It+is+usually+not how

upset you+feel+that+makes a+situation+terrible.+What+makes+things+really+bad+is+when+you+react to

situations+while+you’re+upset.+It is absolutely worth+it+to+take+a+couple+minutes+to+do Progressive

Muscle+Relaxation.+Then,+come+back to+the+situation+with+a+clearer+head,+and+problemTsolving+is

a+little+easier.
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JOURNALING
Helps with: Everything.

What is it? You can use a journal or computer to write about your experiences.
It’s a way to get your thoughts and feelings out. You can keep these writings to
look back on yourself or to share with others. Or you can tear them up or delete
them right away. It’s doesn’t matter what you do because the most important part
is just to release the feelings and better understand them for yourself.

What do I need? A piece of paper and a pen or pencil is all you need.
However, other things you might want to use are:

• A special notebook.
• A computer.
• An audio or video recorder.
• Crayons or markers, stickers, pictures.
• If you are in the hospital, the Child Life department can provide you with a

notebook, computer or crayons/markers and stickers.

See the tips section to see how these items can help.

When to use it?
• When you can’t seem to get things off your mind.
• When you are feeling scared, nervous, upset, sad or angry about something.
• When you want to share with others about what is going on with you.
• When you are excited about something that just happened or is about to happen.
• When you want to encourage, help or inspire others.

How do I do it?
1. You can write, type, draw or even talk about your thoughts and feelings.

2. Be open and honest.

3. Consider writing about an upsetting emotional experience, especially if it is
something that you haven’t talked about before.

4. It is helpful to keep a balanced view, writing about both the positive and
negative feelings you are having.

5. You can tell about the lessons or things you’ve learned through a particular
experience. What would you want other kids who are going through the same
thing to know? Who knows, maybe you or someone else might learn from
your experience.
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6. You can also talk about things you are looking forward to, things you are proud
of, or goals for your future.

7. Try not to spend too much time writing about the details of the situation. Writing
about your feelings is what really pays off. Really let go and explore your deepest
thoughts and feelings about this experience. As you are writing, you may discover
ways that this experience connects with past situations, feelings or relationships.

8. If you can, try to journal for about 15 minutes each day for 10 days and then twice
weekly for the next month. You can write about the same experience for several
days or about different emotional experiences each day.

Tips:
• Remember that at first you might find it upsetting to write about some topics or

experiences. But those feelings will usually settle down within a day or two. Often,
after only a few days of writing, many people find surprising and unexpected insights
that can lead to important changes in the way you feel from day-to-day.

• A special notebook can hold all of your experiences. Place this somewhere
you will always know where it is so you are never searching around the
house for paper.

• If you don’t like writing with a pen and paper, using a computer for keeping an elec-
tronic journal may be the way to go for you. You may also consider blogging (but
remember, blogs are not private and you are sharing your information with the world.)

• Another option if you don’t like writing with a pen and paper is to use an audio or
video recorder for a media journal.

• Some people draw in their journal to express their feelings through art. If this
sounds like you, grab some crayons, markers or color pencils and add drawings
to your journal.

• You may want pictures, photographs or stickers to add to your journal entries to fully
capture the experience in a way that is meaningful to you.

How can this help me? Getting your feelings out, as you can through journaling,
can help you to better understand the problems you are dealing with and to find
good solutions that can help you feel better. Did you also know that stress from any
part of life (including school, friends, and family has an effect on our physical health?
Research shows that the effect of stress on our health is the biggest when these issues
and feelings are not directly expressed. So, finding a way to “get your feelings out”
cannot only help with your feelings but also with your physical health.



GETTING ACTIVE
Helps with: Pain, Sleeping, Fatigue, Sadness, Anger, Anxiety or Worries,
Improving Health

What is it? Getting active means exercising or moving your body.

What do I need? Depending on the activity you choose, some things can be
done without any tools.

(If you have any medical problems, talk to your doctor first about what activities
are safe for you.)

• Have comfortable athletic shoes that fit well.

• Make sure to use protective equipment (like a helmet for bike riding
or skateboarding.)

• Some activities require special equipment (like a bike, a football, baseball and mitt,
music for dancing, a DVD for yoga, just to name a few.)

When to use it?
• Do this anytime.
• When you are bored or tired.
• When you have extra energy.
• When you are sad or nervous about something.
• When you are angry and need to blow off some steam.

What can I do? There are so many ways to be active. The possibilities are endless.
• Go for a walk.
• Ride your bike.
• Jump rope.
• Go for a swim.
• Do yoga.
• Go rollerblading.
• Go hiking.
• Play a sport with friends, like basketball, soccer, kickball or tennis.
• Wii Fit games.
• Dance
• Do housework or chores.
• Take the stairs instead of the elevator (little changes help in big

ways over time.)
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• If you are in the hospital, talk to your doctor about what you can do to stay
active while hospitalized.

How do I do it?
1. Try different activities to figure out what you enjoy doing. It will be easier to

make things that you like to do a part of your routine.

2. Start out slowly, especially if you haven’t been active in a while.

3. Slowly increase the amount of time you spend doing your enjoyable activities.

4. Notice how great it feels as your body gets stronger and stronger.

5. Work your way up to exercising 3 times per week for at least 30 minutes.

Tips:
• Ask a family member to get active with you. Ask a friend to be your exercise

buddy. This can help you get motivated, makes exercise more fun and give you
time to spend time with others.

How can this help me? Research shows that physical activity can help you feel
stronger, have more energy, sleep better, improve mood, improve memory and
concentration, decrease pain, decrease stress and improve health in general.



Coping Skills Pinwheel

ACTIVE COPING
Seek Solutions

Consider Your Values/Beliefs Anticipate What’s Coming

Forgive Self or Others Exercise/Take a Walk

Deep Breath

NEGATIVE COPING
Helplessness/Hopeless

Soothe Yourself Passive Withdrawal Suicidal Thoughts

FEELINGSStay in the Moment

Focus on Survival

Join a Group

` Set PrioritiesExternalizing Grandiosity
Disappointment Numbness

Shock Anger

Isolation Sadness
Problem Solve

Find Humor

Blaming Minimization

Loss Of
ControlPanic

Guilt

Grief

Fear
Confusion

Projection

Defiance

Rationalization
Shame Rage

Depression

Uncertainty

Focus on the Facts Evaluate
AssumptionsDemoralized

Get Enough Sleep

Ask for Help

All or Nothing Intellectualizations

Eat Nourishing
FoodsDissociation Wishful Thinking

Awfulzing Catastrophizing

DenialMediate/Relax/Let Go Find Acceptance

Pay Attention to Feelings Do Expressive Writing

Share Feelings w/Friends



Coping Skills
Coping skills help us get through difficult times - they can give us an important break
from mental and emotional distress, and sometimes they are literally life-saving.

Keep this list of coping skills handy for when you need it… folded up in your wallet or
bag or post it up on the wall somewhere handy at home.

Distraction Conversation,,listen,to talk
radio,,read, do puzzles,,TV,
computer,games,,jigsaws,,solve
a,problem,,make,a,list,,learn
something,new,,cleaning,&
tidying,,gardening,,arts,&,crafts.

Pros Cons

Gives,your,heart,&,mind,a
break.

Can’t,do,it,for,too,long.
Doesn’t,resolve,any
underlying,issues. Meds
can,make,it,hard,to
concentrate.

Absorb your
mind in

something else
Great,for short,term,relief.

Great,to,get,through,a,crisis.

Use,body,& senses:,smell
fragrances,,slowly,taste,food,
notice,the,colours,around,you.
Walk,on,the,grass,barefoot,
squeeze clay,or mud,,do,yoga,
meditate,,exercise.

ConsGrounding Pros
Sometimes,it’s,better,to
stay,a,bit,dissociated
(that’s,how your,mind
protects,you).

Helps,slow,or,stop
‘dissociation’,(feeling,numb ,
floaty or,disconnected).

Get out of
your head &

into your
body & the

world Reduces,physicality,of,anxiety.

Yell,,scream,,run! Try a,cold
shower. Let,yourself,cry…,and
sob. Put,on,a,funny,DVD,and
let,yourself laugh! Try boxing,
popping,balloons, or crank,up

music & dance crazy!

Pros Cons
Emotional
Release Great,for,anger,and,fear. Hard,to,do,in every

situation. Feels,odd.
Some,people,might,think
you’re,acting,‘crazier’
(be,selective with,how &,where you
do,this)

Releases,the,pressure,of
overwhelming,emotion.Let it out!

Massage,hands,with,nice Pros Cons
cream,,manicure,your,nails,
cook,a special meal,,clean,your
house,(or just,make your,bed),
bubble,bath,or,long,shower,
brush,hair,,buy,a,small treat.

Self
Love

Become,your,own,best,friend,
your,own,support,worker.

Sometimes,can,feel
really,hard,to,do,,or,feel
superficial,(but,it’s,not).Great,for,guilt,or shame.

You,deserve,it!

Write,down,negative,thoughts
then,list,all the,reasons they
may not be,true. Imagine
someone,you,love,had these
thoughts – what advice,would
you,give,them?

ConsPros
Thought

challenge The,more,emotional,you
feel,,the,harder,this is to
do. In,particular,
feelings,of,shame,can
make,this,very,hard.

Can,help,to,shift,longYterm,
negative,thinking,habits.

Trying,to,be more,logical,can
help,reduce,extreme,emotion.

Help,someone,else,,smile,at
strangers,(see,how,many,smiles
you,get back),,pray,,volunteer,
do randomly,kind,things,for
others, pat,dogs,at,the,local
park,,join a,cause

Pros Cons
Access

your
higher

self

Reminds,us that,everyone,has
value,and,that,purpose,can
be,found,in,small as well,as
large,things.

Don’t,get,stuck,trying,to
save,everyone,else and
forget,about you!



Your Personal Coping Skills List
Use$this$page to$write$your own list$of$coping$skills. You might$take$some$from$my list,
some$that$you$already$know,$and others may$still$be$out$there$for$you to$discover…

Distraction

Absorb your
mind in

something else

Grounding

Get out of
your head &

into your
body

Emotional
Release

Let it out!

Self
Love

Thought
challenge

Access
your

higher
self





Patrice(Davis,(Intervention(Supervisor,(BCBOE
www.copingskillsforkids.com
www.copingengine.com
www.theplumtree.net
www.indigodaya.com
www.thehelpfulcounselor.com
www.choc.org

http://www.copingskillsforkids.com/
http://www.copingengine.com/
http://www.theplumtree.net/
http://www.indigodaya.com/
http://www.thehelpfulcounselor.com/
http://www.choc.org/

